
 
 

 

Inclusive Design. For a world without barriers 

Welcome to an inclusive world 

 

ZURICH, 20 March 2023 ― Design can be a life-changer. Design can break down barriers. 

Design can become a force of inclusion: Inclusive Design, ETH Zurich's interactive exhibition, 

welcomes you at the Milano Design Week from 17 to 23 April 2023 in the House of 

Switzerland. Discover various assistive technologies and experience how Inclusive Design 

enables people to participate. 

More than 2.5 billion people globally need prosthetic care or an assistive product. ETH Zurich 

sets out to improve their lives through CYBATHLON. This non-profit project challenges teams 

from all over the world to develop assistive technologies suitable for everyday use with and 

for people with disabilities.  

What makes an excellent bionic hand? How can we produce an affordable leg prosthesis? Is 

it possible to steer a computer by thoughts alone? The interactive exhibition shows how 

design can break down barriers through a selection of state-of-the-art and award-winning 

projects of assistive technologies. 

Venue 
Casa degli Artisti 
Via Tommaso da Cazzaniga e Corso Garibaldi, 89/A 20121 Milano, Italy 

Exhibition Hours 
April 17-23, 10.00-20.00 

The exhibition is open to the public, but registration is highly recommended to avoid queues: 
Alexandra Cron, +41 79 717 96 42, alexandra.cron@sl.ethz.ch 

About ETH 
ETH Zurich, the Swiss university for science and technology, features in international 

rankings as one of the best universities in the world. Its’ 520 professors and more than 

23,000 students from 121 countries generate innovation in areas ranging from data science 

to robotics and from nanoscience to cutting-edge medical technology. Switzerland's 

economy benefits from the nearly 160 patents and licensed technologies and more than 25 

spin-off companies emerging from the university annually. 

Press Contact 
Name:  Alexandra Cron 
Phone:  +41 79 717 96 42 
Email:  alexandra.cron@sl.ethz.ch 
Press kit: https://ethz.ch/en/the-eth-zurich/global/events/2023/media-kit-inclusive-
design---eth-at-milano-design-week.html 
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